The Research Schools for Architectural History & Theory & Sculpture Studies jointly present

Niche

Wednesday 26 May 2010

KM 133: 1.00-5.00 p.m.
Niche Programme

1.00: Introduction: Helen Hills

Chair: Jane Hawkes

1.05: Alison Wright (UCL) & Amanda Lillie (York): Boundaries, Tabernacles and Voids: observations on Renaissance niches

1.35: Tom Nickson (York): Towards the Mihrab

1.50: Helen Hills (York): Is the Niche a Dead end?: niche-aedicule-tabernacle-city

3.05-3.30: Discussion

3.30-3.45: TEA

Chair: Jo Applin

3.45: Renata Tyszczuk (Sheffield): 'Niche or nest: thinking about a provisional architecture'

4.00: Jason Edwards (York): Thinking Niches: Alfred Gilbert's Henry Fawcett Monument

4.15: Victoria Coulson (York): A niche is not a nest: flying, perching, and the fear of falling forever.

4.30-5.00: Discussion
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